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Two years of automatic weather station observations describing the linkage between the inland 
confluence zone and the intense coastal katabatic wind regime at Terra Nova Bay, Antarctica, are 
analyzed. A highly stable wind regime is described by the data with the air over the plateau converging 
into the head of Reeves Glacier, descending dry adiabatically to the Nansen Ice Sheet, and apparently 
accelerating horizontally down the local pressure gradient to Inexpressible Island, which is situated 
along the western shore of Terra Nova Bay. This low-level jet of cold air is laterally confined and is 
only slightly responsive to synoptic forcing. The internal dynamics of the airstream is the dominant 
factor determining its behavior. Lateral fluctuations in the katabatic wind are primarily controlled by 
buoyancy variations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The surface wind field over the sloping ice fields of 
Antarct ica has a small vertical extent of a few hundred 
meters , and a continent-wide horizontal scale of thou
sands of k i lometers . F r o m a broad perspect ive [Mather 
and Miller, 1967], surface air blows radially away from 
the highest points of the terrain toward the coast . 
Because of continuity considerat ions this low-level 
divergence requires inflow aloft and sinking motion 
over the cont inent . This t ropospher ic convergence gen
erates cyclonic vorticity via conservat ion of angular 
m o m e n t u m and plays a key role in center ing the 
circumpolar vor tex over the crest of the Eas t Antarct ic 
ice s h e e t [James, 1989; Parish and Bromwich, 
1991a] . This asymmet ry of the ci rcumpolar vor tex with 
respect to the rotat ion axis of the Ear th is thought to 
excite a wave number one response which contr ibutes 
to the deve lopment of the pr imary region for blocking in 
the southern hemisphere near N e w Zealand [James, 
1988; Watterson and James, 1992]. Thus the Antarct ic 
katabat ic wind regime has a far greater t ropospher ic 
impact than would be expected from the shallow nature 
of the flow. 

With the development of accurate topographic maps 
of the Antarc t ic ice masses by the glaciological commu-
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nity [e.g., Drewry, 1983], it became possible to diagnose 
the t ime-averaged streamline pa t te rn of surface airflow 
over Antarct ica [Parish, 1982] from the simple equat ion 
system of Ball [I960]. This expresses a s teady state 
force balance be tween the pressure gradient due to the 
presence of cold near-surface air over sloping terrain, 
the Coriolis force, and friction. F r o m est imates of the 
terrain slopes and of the tempera ture stratification of the 
lower a tmosphere , Parish and Bromwich [1987] diag
nosed the airflow pat tern over Antarc t ica (Figure 1) 
from the Ball model . In contras t to earlier depict ions , 
the airflow was found to exhibit very marked spatial 
variat ions; as air flows away from the summit of the ice 
sheet , it converges into a limited number of na r row 
zones jus t inland from the s teep coastal ice s lopes. In 
these so-called "conf luence z o n e s , " radiatively cooled 
air from a large interior section of the ice sheet is 
concentra ted . These features provide an enhanced sup
ply of negatively buoyant air to downwind coastal 
slopes allowing the katabat ic winds to be intensified and 
more persis tent . This situation has been advanced as the 
pr imary explanation for the intense katabat ic wind 
regimes found at Cape Denison/Port Mart in in Adelie 
Coast [Parish, 1981] and Ter ra N o v a Bay [Bromwich 
and Kurtz, 1984]. 

Fo r the last few years a comprehens ive program has 
been underway near Ter ra N o v a Bay to unders tand the 
critical linkage be tween the inland confluence zone and 
the intensified katabat ic winds near the coast . S tudy 
strategies have included aircraft measurements of the 
planetary boundary layer character is t ics [Parish and 
Bromwich, 1989a ] , a i rborne mapping of the s treamline 
pat tern over the plateau [Bromwich et al., 1 9 9 0 a ] , 
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Cape Denison 

Fig. 1. Time-averaged streamlines (heavy lines) of winter airflow over Antarctica from Parish and 
Bromwich [1987]. Light lines are elevation contours in 100-m increments. 

numerical modeling [Parish and Bromwich, 19896; 
Bromwich et al., 1990a ] , and investigations of satellite-
observed wind signatures at thermal-infrared wave
lengths [Bromwich, 1989a; Bromwich and Geer, 1991; 
Bromwich and Ganobcik, 1992]. In early 1988 an array 
of four automat ic wea ther stations (AWS; 09, 21 , 23, 
and 27) on the plateau was added to the coastal unit at 
Inexpressible Island (05) which was first deployed in 
1984 (Figure 2). The results from 4 years of intermittent 
data collection at the latter site are described by Bro
mwich [19896] . These five U . S . platforms were com
plemented by four A W S (50, 51 , 52, and 53) deployed a 
year earlier by the Italian Antarct ic Program. In 1989 
another U . S . A W S (site 31) was located on the Nansen 
Ice Sheet halfway be tween the foot of Reeves Glacier 
and Inexpressible Island. Stat ions 06 and 13 have been 
operating since the early 1980s. The knowledge ob

tained by analyzing nearly 2 years of data (1988 and 
1989) from the full A W S array (see Table 1) is repor ted 
here and is integrated with the findings from the diverse 
analyses referenced above . The period starts in Febru
ary 1988, the first full month for which all stations were 
deployed. A brief summary of the results for February 
1988 to January 1989 was presented by Bromwich et al. 
[19906] , and some related analyses were conducted by 
Parish and Bromwich [19916] . In the next section, data 
limitations from A W S deployments in such a windy area 
are discussed. Section 3 outl ines the t ime-averaged 
characterist ics of the interior and coastal winds and 
tempera tures . Section 4 presents an analysis of the 
time-varying behavior of the fields on daily, synoptic , 
seasonal, and interannual t ime scales, and the final 
section provides an overview and offers some ideas for 
closing the remaining gaps in knowledge. 
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Fig. 2. Map of Terra Nova Bay area identifying points of 
interest and showing AWS sites (dots with attached numbers). 
McMurdo Station is located very close to AWS 01. 

2. DATA ASPECTS 

Before proceeding to discussion of the analysis re
sults, it is necessary to consider the inherent shortcom
ings in the available data . Automat ic weather stations 
are devices to remotely measure near-surface continu
ous values of at least t empera ture , p ressure , wind 
speed, and wind direction, and these data are transmit
ted to the Nat ional Oceanic and Atmospher ic Adminis
tration (NOAA) polar-orbiting meteorological satellites 
[Stearns and Wendler, 1988]. The platforms are de
ployed in remote areas during summer and usually are 
not visited until the next summer field season. They 
must therefore perform flawlessly in these remote and 
inhospitable environments for per iods of a year or more 
in order for a complete data set to be collected. Natu
rally, this ideal performance is not at tained for all sites 
in all years . Figure 3 summarizes the data availability 
for all s tat ions in the array. We use the fairly stringent 

requirement that 80% or more of the possible observa
tions need to be available for a station to avoid being 
classified as having missing data for any month . During 
1988 the polar plateau above Reeves Glacier was mon
itored by two A W S (09 and 27) during the first par t of 
the year and by three A W S in the second half (09, 2 1 , 
and 23). The Italian stations 50-53 only worked satis
factorily during the warmer months with the data gap 
lasting from April to September ; this was due to a 
tempera ture dependent problem with the t ransmit ter (P. 
Grigorini, personal communicat ion , 1993). During 1989 
the polar plateau was moni tored by roughly three sta
tions throughout the year . All Italian stations except 51 
continuously t ransmit ted. Fo r both years the coastal 
behavior of the katabat ic a irs t ream from Reeves Glacier 
was well moni tored but was enhanced in 1989 by the 
operat ion of A W S 31 at the center of the N a n s e n Ice 
Sheet. 

In addition to data not being available because of 
t ransmission p rob lems , malfunctions of part icular sen
sors can severely limit the monitoring of part icular 
parameters . Table 2 summarizes the identified prob
lems. The most serious b reakdown was associated with 
the anemometer at station 09. Anomalously low speeds 
abruptly started to be recorded on October 14, 1988, and 
persisted to the end of the year ; however , the regional 
speed variations were preserved . As the anemomete r 
was not serviced during that summer , the problem 
persisted until mid-September 1989 when a further but 
more severe degradat ion in the wind speed readings was 
noted. Compar isons be tween the wind speed records at 
A W S 09 and those at surrounding sites bo th before and 
after the abrupt change indicated that the recorded 
speeds after October 13, 1988, could be multiplied by a 
constant factor of 2.12. This factor was only used until 
the end of January 1989, and the correc ted wind speeds 
thereafter were ignored because of doubts about the 
stability of the correct ion factor. The cause of this 
anemometer problem has subsequent ly been identified 
as being caused by the brushes on the commuta to r ; 
these wear away , and the resulting dust buildup reduces 
the ampli tude of the output voltage. 

To illustrate the validity of the correct ion p rocedure 
for the wind speed readings at station 09 be tween 
mid-October 1988 and January 1989, the 5-day average 
wind speeds at stat ions 09 and 05 are compared in 
Figure 4 be tween January 1988 and January 1989. As 
will be seen below, A W S 09 is directly upwind of A W S 05, 
and their katabatic wind speed fluctuations are closely 
related. The corrected A W S 09 winds for the lighter wind 
period of November 1988 to January 1989 are similar to 
those reliably measured in January 1988 in that the aver
age speed is slightly smaller than that for A W S 05. On a 
small number of occasions during both periods the A W S 
09 speed is higher than that at A W S 05. In addition, their 
speed variations are closely correlated. It is concluded 
that overall the correction procedure produces realistic 
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TABLE 1. AWS Site Characteristics 

Height of 
Anemometer Shortest 

Latitude Above Distance 
Site and Elevation, Surface, to the 

Station* Name Site Location Longitude m m Local Slope Ocean 

(89)05 Manuela Inexpressible Island 74°55'S 
163°36'E 

80 1.5 N/A along coast 

(89)06 Marble Point Marble Point 77°26'S 
163°45'E 

120 3 N/A along coast 

(89)09 Shristi head of Reeves Glacier 74°42'S 
161°34'E 

1200 3 2.4 x 10 " 2 to 119° 67 km 

(89)13 Whitlock Franklin Island 76°14'S 
168°42'E 

275 3 N/A offshore island 

(89)21 Sushila Reeves Neve 74°18'S 
161°18'E 

1441 3 1.3 x 1 0 - 2 to 180° 90 km 

(89)23 Sandra Reeves Neve 74°29'S 
160°29'E 

1525 3 1.1 x 10" 2 to 122° 106 km 

(89)27/01 Lynn Reeves Neve 74°14'S 
160°22'E 

1772 3 7.8 x 10" 3 to 135° 120 km 

(89)31 Pat Nansen Ice Sheet 74°53'S 
163WE 

30 3 N/A 18 km 

(73)50 Sofia Nansen Ice Sheet 74°48'S 
163°19'E 

87.1 10 N/A 16 km 

(73)51 Alessandra Cape King 73°35'S 
166°38'E 

183 10 N/A along coast 

(73)52 Zoraida Priestley Glacier 74°15'S 
163°09'E 

650 10 1.9 x 10 ~ 2 to 137° 50 km 

(73)53 Eneide Tethys Bay 74°41'S 
164°06'E 

88 10 N/A along coast 

* Parentheses are around that part of the station number that is not used in this paper. 

Some anemomete r problems were noted for station 05 
and perhaps station 31 in 1989. Physically unrealistic 
dead calms, persisting for days at a t ime, signal the 
interruption of the electronic recording of wind speed. 
The contact with the anemomete r slip rings can be 
restored by vigorous vibrat ion, with the wind speed 
record then resuming. Inspect ion of all available plat
form transmissions (typically at 10-min intervals) can 
usually identify such events . The wind speeds were not 
used when this occurred. F o r stat ion 31 such events 
were suspected but could not be conclusively demon
strated by compar ison with station 05 observat ions . N o 
wind speed observat ions from this site were omitted. 

3. SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS 

To examine the typical spatial characterist ics of the 
surface wind field near Terra N o v a Bay from the A W S 
records , it is necessary to reduce all the records to a 
common period and to account for the missing data 
described in Figure 3 and the ins t rument malfunctions in 
Table 2. The following strategy was used from February 
1988 to January 1989. Stat ions 05 and 09 opera ted 
continuously during this per iod, and their observat ions 
were used as reference time series for the coastal (AWS 
50, 51 , 52, and 53) and interior (AWS 2 1 , 23 , and 27) 
stations, respect ively, with significant amounts of miss-

wind speed variations at A W S 09. It should be emphasized 
that the corrected wind speeds for A W S 09 are used only 
in estimating the role of site 09 in the time-averaged spatial 
structure of the wind field. 

1988 1989 
J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D 

05 
06 

09 

13 

21 - — 

23 

oV 
31 

50 — 

52 -

53 — 

Fig. 3. Automatic weather station monthly data during 1988 
and 1989 based upon 80% or more of possible observations 
(horizontal lines). Dashed line for AWS 09 after mid-October 
1988 indicates that the wind speed record is uncertain. 
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TABLE 2. Instrumental Malfunctions for the Various Automatic Weather Station Sites Between February 1988 and 
December 1989 

1988 1989 

Station Problem Action Taken Problem Action Taken 

05 Intermittent extended 
calms March to Sept. 
due to anemometer 
malfunction. 

Speeds put to missing 
when appropriate, judged 
from all transmissions. 

09 Anomalously low speeds Measured speeds after Oct. Problem continues all year. Reported wind speeds 
started abruptly on Oct. 13 multiplied by a fixed Another major ignored for entire year. 
14. correction factor of 2.12, 

based on before and after 
comparisons with fully 
functional surrounding 
stations. 

deterioration in mid-
Sept. 

Intermittent directional No correction made. Direction sticks at times Ignored because of high 
sticking after Feb., but starting in May. Does directional constancy at 
particularly for Oct. to not change from mid- site. 
mid-No v. Sept, to end of Nov. 

13 Some extended calm 
periods in Aug. and 
Sept., probably due to 
rime buildup on 
anemometer. 

No corrections made. 

27/01 5-hPa pressure jumps 
throughout the year. 

Instantaneous values are 
questionable, but 
averages are probably 
satisfactory and were not 
corrected. 

31 N/A Possible anemometer 
problem like station 05 
starting in Feb. 
Inspection of 
transmissions during 
extended light winter 
periods suggest that 
these may be real. 

AWS tower fell over on 
Dec. 4. No wind 
observations after this 
date. 

No corrections made. 

52 No pressure observations 
until mid-Jan. 

53 Intermittent spurious 
anemometer readings. 

Edited out. 

ing data. The correct ion strategy for missing wind 
speeds at a stat ion depended on the ratio of speed at that 
station to the value at the reference station when both 
were operat ing without significant amounts of missing 
data. Monthly ratios were averaged for the summer 
(November - January) and winter (February-October ) 
wind periods (see the next section) and then were 
combined by weighted averaging according to seasonal 
durat ion. The reference s tat ion 's annual mean speed 
was multiplied by the combined ratio to yield an esti
mate of the annual mean speed at the station with 
significant amounts of missing data . Where necessary , 
speeds were adjusted to a height of 3 m above the 
surface (see Table 1) by assuming a logarithmic wind 
speed profile and a roughness length of 0.1 m m [Budd et 

al., 1966]. The resul tant wind direction and directional 
constancy values for summer and winter were taken 
directly from each s tat ion 's available data because these 
parameters do not exhibit much intraseasonal variabil
ity. These values were then combined by weighted 
averaging according to seasonal durat ion to yield annual 
es t imates . The vector-averaged speed is equal to the 
product of the mean speed and the directional con
stancy. F o r potential t empera ture the correct ion proce
dure followed that for wind speed but was based on the 
difference be tween simultaneous readings at the station 
and the reference location. 

The correct ion procedure for wind speeds at interior 
stations differed during calendar year 1989 because the 
speed observat ions at the 1988 reference station 09 were 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of 5-day average wind speeds from AWS 05 and 09 to illustrate validity of 
correction procedure implemented for AWS 09 speeds after October 13, 1988. 

unreliable, as described previously. Fo r station 09 the 
resultant direction and directional constancy found for 
February 1988 to January 1989 were used for calendar 
year 1989. An est imate of annual wind speed was 
obtained from the product of the speed ratio be tween 
station 09 and station 05 for the earlier annual period 
and the 1989 mean speed at station 05. This was inferred 
to be a very adequate p rocedure because in 1988 the 
daily mean speed variations at the two sites were highly 
correlated (see the next section and Figure 4). 

Stat ion 23 was used as the reference A W S for wind 
speeds at the interior stations during calendar year 1989. 
Figure 3 shows that this site had significant amounts of 
missing data only during May-Ju ly , the best perfor
mance on the plateau. Use of the wind speed record 
from this site requires a speed est imate for each of May , 
June , and July. As station 52 operated throughout the 
year, the values were est imated from the winter speed 
ratios (23/52) before and after the data gap at A W S 23 
and the speeds at A W S 52 during May-Ju ly . Resul tant 
wind directions and directional constancies for the 

missing 3 months at station 23 were est imated from the 
winter data at A W S 23 before and after. 

Figure 5 summarizes the wind and tempera ture fields 
resulting from the above manipulat ions; the vector-
averaged wind, the directional constancy, the mean 3-m 
speed, and the mean potent ial tempera ture for 1988 
(February 1988 to January 1989) and 1989 (January to 
December 1989) are plot ted for all sites. A very stable 
wind regime is present over the polar plateau with annual 
directional constancies of 0.89 and greater. The airflow 
clearly converges into the head of Reeves Glacier with 
slightly more persistent winds being found in this area. 
This airflow pattern over the interior closely fits with that 
derived from the airborne sastrugi surveys [Bromwich et 
al., 1990a]. The mean speeds exceed 8 m s - 1 with slightly 
stronger winds near the head of Reeves Glacier. The 
airflow accelerates as it descends Reeves Glacier [cf. 
Parish and Bromwich, 1989a] and arrives at station 31 
with an average speed of 10.5 m s - 1 . Somewhat remark
ably, the airflow appears to accelerate as it crosses the flat 
Nansen Ice Sheet to reach the Inexpressible Island A W S 
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Fig. 5. Annual average wind and temperature fields near 
Terra Nova Bay from the AWS observations for 1988 and 1989. 
For each AWS site the following data are listed vertically from 
top to bottom: the directional constancy, the mean 3-m wind 
speed in meters per second, and the average potential temper
ature in degrees Celsius. The vector-averaged 3-m winds are 
plotted for each AWS in conventional notation. 

where the mean speed is 13.5 m s - 1 (discussed further 
below). Similarly high and nearly unidirectional airflow 
regimes are found at A W S 31 and 05. 

The Italian stations to the north illustrate the highly 
confined nature of the katabatic airstream from Reeves 
Glacier. Station 50 was located along the northern edge of 
the katabatic wind generated ablation zone shown on 
Landsat band 7 imagery of the Nansen Ice Sheet [Bro
mwich and Kurtz, 1984]. The wind record indicates that it 
is intermittently embedded within the katabatic airstream. 
The wind speed versus wind direction plot of the 1989 
observations from this site (Figure 6) shows that most of 
the strong winds (>15 m s _ 1 ) come from the direction of 
Reeves Glacier (250°-280°). Fairly frequent flow from the 
north (350°-10°) occurs with speeds up to 15 m s _ 1 , and 
this is katabatic airflow from Priestley Glacier (discussed 
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Fig. 6. Wind speed versus wind direction plot for AWS 50 
during 1989. 

more below). The combination of strong winds from 
primarily one direction and lighter winds from many 
directions yields a directional constancy of 0.62, a mean 
speed of 6.0 m s _ 1 , and a resultant wind direction that 
points from the direction of Reeves Glacier. 

Station 52 reveals a katabat ic wind regime down 
Priestley Glacier that is nearly as intense as tha t at 
Inexpressible Island. Both the mean speed and the 
directional cons tancy at this site are slightly smaller 
than at A W S 05. The resul tant wind direction is parallel 
to the steep sides of the glacier valley immediately upwind 
from the site. The wind speed versus wind direction plot 
for AWS 52 (Figure 7) shows that the wind speeds 
stronger than 20 m s - 1 are confined to the directional 
range from 320° to 10° via nor th , consis tent with kata
batic flow parallel to the valley walls ju s t upwind. Winds 
from other directions are infrequent and light. A sec
ondary directional clustering is centered a round 140°, 
which corresponds to weak upslope flow parallel to the 
valley walls at lower elevat ions. These events are 
c o n c e n t r a t e d in the w a r m e r m o n t h s ( N o v e m b e r -
February) when the katabatic winds are weaker (see next 
section) and occur in conjunction with relatively warm and 
moist conditions, i .e., are associated with synoptic inva
sions of warm moist air from the southeast. 
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Station 53 is located on the eastern side of the 
Nor the rn Foothil ls , and the resultant wind direction 
shows frequent airflow down the locally high terrain. 
The speed versus direction plot for this site (Figure 8) 
reveals that speeds stronger than 15 m s _ 1 are almost 
confined to the sector of 230°-310°, i .e. , spanning the 
directions that could include direct katabat ic airflow 
from Reeves and Priestley glaciers. Bromwich and 
Parish [1989] and Bromwich [1989a] present examples 
where the katabat ic airflow from these glaciers is clearly 
reaching site 53 despite the large topographic obstacles 
be tween the glaciers and the site. Presumably , the 
stability and momen tum condit ions (low Froude num
ber) of the katabat ic a i rs t reams are such as to allow 
them to surmount the obstruct ing obstacles . 

The potent ial t empera ture field shows that the airflow 
on the plateau which converges toward the head of 
Reeves Glacier is nearly dry adiabatic apar t from air 
blowing southward past A W S 21 which is significantly 
colder and may originate in the high continental interior. 
The katabat ic air that arr ives at station 31 is over 1°C 
warmer than the air at the head of Reeves Glacier 
(station 09), perhaps reflecting the stronger winds and 
reduced stratification at the former site [cf. Parish and 
Bromwich, 1989a] . The 0.6°C lower potential temper
ature at A W S 05 in compar ison to A W S 31 may be a 

consequence of colder air from very near the surface of 
the N a n s e n Ice Sheet blowing over the southern par t of 
Inexpressible Island. This potent ial t empera ture con
trast persisted on a monthly mean basis throughout the 
year . The lower potential t empera ture at site 50 than at 
either site 31 or site 05 reflects its intermit tent exposure 
to the katabatic a i rs t ream from Reeves Glacier, thus 
allowing radiative cooling to p roduce lower air temper
atures during periods of light wind condi t ions. Compar
ison be tween the potent ial t empera tures at sites to the 
north and south shows that the intense katabat ic air
s t ream blowing into Ter ra N o v a Bay is indeed a source 
of cold boundary layer air for the southwestern Ross 
Sea, as inferred by Bromwich [19896] . Using the aver
age of the potential t empera tures at A W S 06 and 51 as 
an est imate of the regional near-surface environment 
t empera ture , we see that the katabat ic airs tream from 
Reeves Glacier is 3.4°C colder on an annual basis ( - 1 6 . 7 
- ( - 1 4 . 1 - 12.4)/2). 

The potential t empera ture of the Priestley Glacier 
katabat ic wind at station 52 is about 2°C warmer than 
that of the katabat ic airs tream blowing down Reeves 
Glacier, indicating tha t on average the former is posi
tively buoyant in relation to the lat ter . As a further 
demonstra t ion of this , the northerlies at station 50 which 
were previously identified as being caused by katabat ic 
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Fig. 9. Speed of northerly winds at station 50 versus poten
tial temperature difference between station 52 and station 50 
during 1989. 

airflow from Priestley Glacier were examined in relation 
to the potential t empera ture difference be tween station 
52 and station 50. Moderate ly strong northerlies (ap
proximately greater than 8 m s - 1 ) only appeared when 
this difference approached zero (see Figure 9), i .e. , 
indicating that katabat ic air from Priestley Glacier had 
reached site 50. The modera te northerl ies were also 
associated with a small potential t empera ture difference 
be tween site 52 and site 31 , indicating that this katabat ic 
a irs t ream only appeared at the surface of the nor thern 
fringes of the N a n s e n Ice Sheet when the two katabatic 
a i rs t reams were of similar buoyancy . 

Argentini et al. [1992] report cases during the austral 
summer when an acoust ic sounder near A W S 50 moni
tored the drainage flow from Reeves Glacier overriding 
the flow from Priestley Glacier. At this t ime the poten
tial t empera ture of the Priestley Glacier wind (AWS 52) 
was lower than that from Reeves Glacier (AWS 09). 
This is primarily caused by the more p ronounced sum
mer warming at A W S 09 than at A W S 52. The marked 
seasonal variation of the thermal contras t be tween the 
Reeves and Priest ley Glacier katabat ic a i rs t reams, prob
ably caused by condit ions in the continental interior, 
deserves further investigation. 

The potent ial t empera ture at station 53 is much 

warmer than that at any of the sites close by , and in 
part icular than those at stat ions 05 and 52, represent ing 
the katabat ic airflows from Reeves and Priestley gla
ciers, respect ively. To further examine the origins of the 
air at A W S 53, the speed of the winds blowing from the 
direction of Reeves Glacier (WSW) was compared with 
the potential t empera ture difference be tween A W S 53 
and A W S 50. In Figure 10a , winds stronger than 15 m 
s _ 1 are associated with comparat ively small potent ial 
t empera ture differences, indicating that this air plausi
bly came from the Nansen Ice Sheet . In Figure 106 the 
speed of the winds at A W S 53 from the direction of the 
Priestley Glacier (WNW) is compared to the potential 
tempera ture difference be tween A W S 53 and A W S 52. 
Little associat ion be tween the variables can be seen, 
suggesting that most of the W N W winds at A W S 53 are 
not surface level katabat ics from Priestley Glacier. 

A possible explanation is that these W N W winds at 
A W S 53 originate in the upper par t of the katabat ic layer 
blowing down Priestley Glacier. Such air should usually 
be somewhat potentially warmer than the near-surface 
air moni tored by A W S 52, consis tent with the typical 
potential t empera ture differences in Figure 106. If the 
W N W wind speed at A W S 53 depends primarily on the 
wind speed in the upper par t of the katabat ic layer in 
Priestley Glacier, it should be largely independent of the 
surface level potential t empera ture difference be tween 
A W S 53 and A W S 52, as in Figure 106, but somewha t 
dependent on surface wind speed at A W S 52, as in 
Figure 10c. The higher-level katabat ic air from Priest ley 
Glacier will encounter smaller topographic obstacles on 
its pa th to Te thys Bay (74°4TS, 164°06'E) than surface 
level air. The near-surface katabat ic wind may separa te 
from the higher-level air at the sharp southward bend in 
the Priestley Glacier valley and somet imes cont inue all 
the way down the valley to be recorded as a nor ther ly 
(katabatic) wind by A W S 50. 

The sea level pressure field for February 1988 to 
December 1989 was also der ived. This variable is sub
jec t to the same data gaps as summarized by Figure 3. 
The same correct ion procedure was followed as for 
potential t empera ture with station 05 serving as the 
reference location. The gaps at station 06 were filled by 
reference to A W S 13. Observat ions from stat ions with 
elevations greater than 300 m were omit ted because of 
the large uncertaint ies in t roduced by the reduct ion to 
sea level during winter . Figure 11 presents the sea level 
pressure field. In Figure 11a a marked t rough axis lies 
right along the center of the N a n s e n Ice Sheet and 
Reeves Glacier. This means that the apparent accelera
tion of the katabat ic airflow from station 31 to station 05 
noted previously in the discussion of Figure 5 takes 
place down the local p ressure gradient . A broader-scale 
view of the pressure field is provided by Figure 116 . To 
fill missing gaps in the data given by Keller et al. [1989, 
1990], procedures similar to those described by Bromwich 
[1991] were used for stat ions on the Ross Ice Shelf. The 
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Fig. 10. Speed of winds at AWS 53 from (a) the WSW versus 
potential temperature difference between AWS 53 and AWS 
50, (b) the WNW versus potential temperature difference 
between AWS 53 and AWS 52, and (c) the WNW versus the 
wind speed at AWS 52, during 1989. 

resulting pat tern is very similar to that found by Bro
mwich [1991] for 1985 with the characterist ic fall of 
pressure from the Transantarctic Mountains to the north
east being present , as is troughing southward across 
Ross Island. Far ther nor th this Ross Island trough 
merges with the trough that projects up Reeves Glacier. 

As a finale to this section, it is possible to check the 
plausibility of some of the extensive correct ion proce
dures used to fill the data gaps of wind and tempera ture . 
F rom Figure 3 it can be noted that stations 50, 52, and 53 
had significant amounts of missing data from April to 
September /October in 1988, whereas the observat ions 
were nearly complete in 1989. The differences be tween 
the averages at these sites for the 2 years can be 
compared to the differences at station 05 which operated 
continuously throughout the period. N o t e , however , 
that data from A W S 05 were used to fill data gaps in 
wind speed, potent ial t empera ture , and sea level pres
sure at A W S 50, 52, and 53 for April to September/ 
October 1988, so par t of the interannual changes are 
implicitly determined by A W S 05 observat ions . The 
changes in annual mean potent ial temperature be tween 
1988 and 1989 (1989 minus 1988) at stations 50, 52, and 
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Fig. 11. Annual average sea level pressure field (a) near Terra Nova Bay and (b) in the Ross 
Sea/Ross Ice Shelf area for 1988 and 1989. 88 = 988 hPa. In Figure 1 lb, 900 has been subtracted from 
the pressure values plotted for each AWS. Also, two AWS 11 pressure values are plotted in Figure 
lib; the southern station operated in 1988, and the northern one in 1989. 

53 were - 1 . 2 ° C , - 1 . 5 ° C , and - 1 . 0 ° C , respectively, 
compared to - 0 . 7 ° C at station 05 and - 0 . 9 ° C at station 
09. F o r wind speed the respect ive changes were + 0 . 2 , 
+ 0 . 7 , and - 0 . 8 m s _ 1 compared to +0 .05 m s " 1 at 
station 05. Fo r directional constancy the changes were 
- 0 . 0 2 , + 0 . 0 3 , and +0.03 compared to 0.0 at station 05. 
Fo r resul tant direction the changes were (positive for 
clockwise rotat ion from 1988 to 1989) +4° , - 5 ° , and 
- 1 2 ° versus 0° change for station 05. Fo r sea level 
pressure only the changes at stations 50 and 53 are 
relevant because the high elevation of station 52 intro
duces substantial uncertaint ies into the reduct ion of its 
pressure to sea level. The changes from one year to the 
next at stations 50 and 53 were - 2 . 2 and - 3 . 7 hPa 
compared to - 2 . 9 hPa at station 05. F r o m these com
par isons it can be seen that the tempera ture and wind 
correct ions for stations 50 and 52, and the pressure 
correct ions for A W S 50, in 1988 were probably realistic. 

Although the tempera ture and pressure correct ions for 
station 53 appear reliable, the situation for the wind 
regime is less clear. Considering the atypical wind 
regime at site 53 with a significant contr ibut ion from 
higher-level katabat ic flows from Priestley Glacier, the 
wind differences could reflect real interannual variabil
ity, but an artifactual result cannot be ruled out . It is 
concluded that the adopted p rocedures proper ly cor
rected, at least qualitatively, for the missing observations. 

4. T E M P O R A L VARIATIONS 

4.1. Diurnal Changes 

In the summer half year a small par t of the incident 
solar radiation is absorbed by the generally highly 
reflective snow surface and leads to a p ronounced daily 
cycle in the stratification of the near-surface air layer. 
The temperature variation is much larger over exposed 
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Fig. 12. Diurnal variations of (a) wind speed and air temperature and (b) temperature and relative 
humidity at the Inexpressible Island AWS during December 1988. Dashed lines denote plus/minus one 
standard error of the mean. 

rock surfaces [Mastrantonio et al., 1990]. Fairly uni
form changes are experienced in the snow-covered 
areas in the vicinity of Ter ra N o v a Bay. At Inexpress
ible Island, for example (Figure 12a shows December 
1988), the summer diurnal tempera ture range is 3°-5°C 
with maxima around 1700 and minima near 0400 hours 
local solar t ime (UTC + 11 hours) . The wind speed 
exhibits a less well defined cycle of 2-4 m s - 1 with 
maxima near 0600 and minima around 2000 hours . Tha t 
is , the strongest winds lag the lowest temperatures by 
about 2 hours , and vice versa . There is no clear daily 
variation of wind direction. The relative humidity (Fig
ure 12b shows December 1988) undergoes a weak diurnal 
change, becoming moistest between 2300 and 0200 hours 
and driest between 1100 and 1400 hours ; for certain 
summer months the range can be as large as 17%. 

Similar cycles are present over the plateau above 
Terra N o v a Bay. At s tat ion 23 the tempera ture cycle 
has the same phase as at the coast but nearly double the 
range (5°-8°C). The corresponding wind speed variation 
is weaker (1-3 m s - 1 ) . The wind direction is more 
downslope at the t ime of highest speeds (0500) and more 
cross-slope at the t ime of lowest speeds (1600); the 
range increases on average to 30° near the summer 

solstice. Kodama et al. [1989] found a similar diurnal 
wind pat tern in the interior of Adelie Coast . The daily 
relative humidity changes at station 09 are very similar 
to those at the coast . 

4.2. Seasonal Cycle 

Composi te depict ions of the annual course of state 
parameters for the entire A W S array have been pre
pared for both calendar year 1988 and calendar year 
1989. The t rends were computed by first determining 
daily averages (vector averages for wind) and then 
passing the t ime series through a nine-point low-pass 
filter to remove some of the high-frequency var iance. 
The weights of the smoothing function are proport ional 
to binomial coefficients, and therefore the smoothing 
function has a shape of a normal curve [see Panofsky 
and Brier, 1968]. Figure 13 shows the evolution of 
potential t empera ture , wind speed, and pressure during 
the course of 1988 for the A W S units 05 (Inexpressible 
Island) and 09 (head of Reeves Glacier). Potential tem
peratures undergo a dramatic decrease during the early 
austral au tumn per iod from mid-February to mid-
March . The rapid change is in all l ikelihood a result of 
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Fig. 13a. Annual course of potential temperature, wind speed, and pressure at station 05 (Inex
pressible Island) during 1988. 

the rapidly changing solar geometry and resulting de
crease in solar insolation. This sudden onset of winter 
has been alluded to by Bromwich [19896] . 

Accompanying the abrupt tempera ture decrease is a 
p ronounced increase in the intensity of the katabatic 
wind. In a period of approximately 1 month , resultant 
wind speeds increase in excess of 100%. By the end of 
April , winter condit ions are fully established with daily 
resul tant wind speeds of approximately 15 m s - 1 at 
stat ion 05 and mean potential t empera tures near 250 K. 

No te that the potential t empera ture t rends at station 09 
are nearly identical to those found at station 05, indicat
ing similar synoptic influences and/or local radiat ive 
condit ions. As noted in the aircraft studies of katabat ic 
winds near Ter ra N o v a Bay by Parish and Bromwich 
[1989a] , and seen in A W S averages presen ted in the 
previous section, values of potential t empera tu re are 
very close at the head and beyond the foot of Reeves 
Glacier. This feature has also been noted in modeling 
studies [Parish and Waight, 1987] and is character is t ic 
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Fig. 136. Annual course of potential temperature, wind speed, and pressure at station 09 (head of 
Reeves Glacier) during 1988. 

of katabat ic-prone areas . As in the t ime-averaged situ
ation, the wind speeds seen at station 09 are consistently 
some 3-5 m s - 1 less than corresponding wind speeds at 
station 05, implying that the katabat ic flow accelerates 
down Reeves Glacier and across the Nansen Ice Sheet . 
Only minor enhancements to the fall changes are ob
served during the following 5 months . The tempera ture 
t rend observed during the winter months suggests a 
" k e r n l o s e " or coreless winter; little if any tempera ture 
decrease can be detected. Both tempera ture and wind 

speed t rends suggest a similar although possibly weaker 
re turn to summert ime conditions during the austral 
springtime months of October and November . Short-
term variat ions, p resumably due to the effects of tran
sient synoptic sys tems, are present in both potential 
tempera ture and wind speed throughout the entire year . 

The annual cycle of surface pressure during 1988 
shows short- term fluctuations similar to those of wind 
speed and tempera ture . A notable longer-term feature is 
the marked drop in pressure commencing near the end 
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Fig. 14. Seasonal station pressure variations at Inexpressible Island for (a) 1985, 1986, 1988, and 
1989 and (b) the 4-year mean in relation to the climatological values for McMurdo and Hallett stations. 

of June and continuing until the end of August ; this 
feature is characteris t ic of all A W S records in the Terra 
N o v a Bay area during 1988. N o corresponding change 
can be seen in either tempera ture or wind speed. To put 
this variat ion into a longer-term perspect ive , Figure 14 
has been prepared . Figure 14a shows the monthly mean 
station pressures at Inexpressible Island for all years 
with " c o m p l e t e " records : 1985, 1986, 1988, and 1989. 
The sharp pressure fall from June to July occurred in 
three of the four years , with pressure values similar to 
or higher than those in July being recorded in August . 
Typically, another pressure minimum develops in Sep
t e m b e r - N o v e m b e r . Figure 14b compares the 4-year 
average at Inexpressible Island with the climatological 
station pressures at M c M u r d o and Hallet t stations 
[Schwerdtfeger, 1970] which are located respectively to 
the south and north of Ter ra N o v a Bay along the 
Victoria L a n d coast . The Inexpressible Island mean 
shows the sharp drop from June to July and a broad 
minimum from July to November . The Hallett record 
contains a reflection of the sharp June to July d rop , but 
there is no evidence in the curve from McMurdo . Both 
climatological records contain a notable minimum in 
Sep tember -Oc tober . The well-defined pressure mini
mum during Ju ly-Augus t 1988 was probably due to 

interannual variat ions in the t ime tha t the c i rcumpolar 
trough moves poleward and intensifies during the spring 
phase (Sep tember -October ) of the semiannual p ressure 
variation [van Loon, 1967; S tret en, 1980]. 

Pressure maxima (Figure \4b) occur during summer 
and M a y - J u n e . Fo r the first (well marked) max imum 
there is a nor th to south variation in the timing: Decem
ber at Hallet t , January at Terra N o v a Bay , and Febru
ary at McMurdo Station. The second (weak) seasonal 
pressure maximum comes about 3 weeks earlier at 
McMurdo than at the other two sites. Be tween around 
March and April there is a weak minimum associa ted 
with the fall phase of the semiannual p ressure variat ion. 
The annual pressure variation in this a rea exhibits 
several characterist ics in common with that over the 
Antarct ic plateau [Schwerdtfeger, 1984, p p . 221-223]. 

4.3. lnterdiurnal Variability 
To depict interrelat ionships be tween the var ious 

A W S sites, records were subjected to spec t rum and 
cross-spectrum analysis . All t ime series w e r e de t rended 
to remove spurious low-frequency noise and then ta
pered to reduce spectral leakage from neighboring fre
quencies [Stull, 1989]. The results of spec t rum analysis 
presented here employ the original, 3-hour data . Vari-
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Fig. 15. Power spectra of temperature, pressure, and wind speed at station 05 during January-March 
1988. 

ous low-pass filters were used in preliminary tes ts ; the 
final results to be presen ted here are not sensitive to 
filtering over frequencies of meteorological interest , 
mainly the 1-day per iod and beyond . The Nyquis t 
frequency cor responds to a t ime interval of 6 hours ; 
focusing on events having t ime scales of at least 1 day 

assures that the 3-hour sampling period is adequate . 
Spectrum analysis will focus on the A W S data for 1988, 
the year with the most complete record . 

Power spectra of the surface temperature, pressure, and 
wind at station 05 (Inexpressible Island) for the 1988 
" s u m m e r " period January-March are shown in Figure 15. 
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As outlined above, the diurnal cycle is pronounced in both 
temperature and wind during the summer months. In 
addition, there is a suggestion of synoptic variability; 
secondary peaks in the percent variance explained are 
present in all analyses over the 2- to 10-day time scale. 
Power spectra for station 05 for the winter months M a y -
July 1988 (Figure 16) suggest appreciable variance in wind 
speed over time scales of 2-4 days and again for the 6- to 
10-day period. Again, this variance is presumably associ
ated with transient synoptic activity and is consistent with 
the observed variance in pressure seen over time scales of 
2-10 days. There appears to be a correlation between wind 
speed and pressure at station 05. During the months 
January-March and May-July , correlation coefficients of 
-0 .259 and —0.261, respectively, were calculated. These 
coefficients are significantly above what would be ex
pected by chance for a 3-month period ( 1 % probability 
originating from uncor rec ted populations would give a 
correlation coefficient of 0.10 [see Panofsky and Brier, 
1968]). Such values are somewhat smaller than those 
reported by Loewe [1974] for the historic site of Port 
Martin (record from 1950 to 1951) situated along the coast 
of East Antarctica but still suggest that the strongest winds 
at Inexpressible Island are associated with low-pressure 
events. Wintertime power spectra for surrounding AWS 
stations are qualitatively very similar to that shown in 
Figure 16. In all cases, wind speed is negatively correlated 
with pressure, with magnitudes of the correlation coeffi
cients ranging from - 0 . 2 3 to - 0 . 3 0 . 

In conduct ing cross-spect rum analysis , a low-pass 
filter was applied to the spectra weights of the particular 
t ime series. Cross-spect rum analysis shows that the 
individual s tate parameters measured by the A W S units 
are highly coherent with each other . As an example , 
wind speeds for J anua ry -March 1988 at sites on Inex
pressible Island (05) and at the head of Reeves Glacier 
(09) show a correlat ion coefficient of 0.68 (compare with 
Figure 4). As shown in Figure 17, a high degree of 
coherence is seen over the diurnal and synoptic t ime 
scales. Similarly, high coherence in wind speed (values 
in excess of 0.65) can be seen over nearly all frequencies 
at surrounding A W S stations near Reeves Glacier and 
situated on the sloping Antarct ic ice fields. Pressure 
differences be tween the head of the Reeves Glacier and 
Inexpressible Island and the wind speed at Inexpress
ible Island were also shown to be significantly corre
lated (correlation coefficient of 0.61). This indicates that 
the katabat ic winds are enhanced by accelerat ion down 
the local horizontal pressure gradient and represents a 
modulat ion of the t ime-averaged situation sketched in 
Figure 11. Figure 18 shows the cross spectra. No te that 
a high degree of coherence is present over t ime scales 
longer than about 1 day; no phase lag is seen be tween 
the katabat ic wind at Inexpressible Island and the 
pressure difference along Reeves Glacier. Similar re
sults have been obtained using 2-month records (Sep
tember -Oc tober ) for the same two A W S sites as well as 

the Sep tember -Oc tobe r record at s tat ions 05 and 23, 
situated further into the hinterland upslope from Reeves 
Glacier. 

These results confirm earlier studies that the associ
ation be tween large-scale synoptic p ressure pa t te rns out 
over the Ross Sea is not a good indicator of katabat ic 
wind events at Ter ra N o v a Bay [Bromwich, 1989b] and 
that the local horizontal pressure gradients over the ice 
sheet can be dramatically different than those seen 
several hundred kilometers offshore [cf. Bromwich and 
Parish, 1989], in te rms of both magni tude and direction. 
It can be concluded that there appears to be some 
large-scale modulat ion of the Inexpressible Island kata
batic wind regime, but that such an effect is probably 
secondary to the locally forced drainage circulation 
along and above Reeves Glacier. 

4.4. Interannual Changes 

The records available for evaluat ion of the longer-
term t rends in the environment of the katabat ic winds 
issuing from Reeves Glacier are limited because of the 
early A W S measurement difficulties at Inexpressible 
Island [cf. Bromwich, 1989b] , primarily relating to the 
ext reme stress exer ted by the h igh-momentum air
s t ream on the A W S . Table 3a summarizes the longest 
wind record available from the Inexpress ible Island 
A W S , that for the months of Februa ry to April . It 
appears that there is a substantial downward t rend in the 
intensity of the fall wind speeds at Inexpressible Island 
starting in about 1985. This cor responds to a less 
sharply defined start to the " w i n t e r h k e " wind condi
tions [Bromwich, 1989b] in 1988 and 1989, as can be 
seen from the March and April averages . There is no 
corresponding t rend in the mean air t empera tu res or sea 
level p ressures . 

The available annual record of t empera tu res and 
sea level pressures at Inexpressible Island is summa
rized in Table 3 b . The two variables over this short 
pe r iod of r e c o r d v a r y in p h a s e , i n c r e a s i n g and 
then decreasing back to close to the 1985 values by 
1989. The 4-year means are - 1 8 .1 °C and 989.8 hPa . 
The former is only 0.1 °C colder than the annua l 
average given by Bromwich [ 1989b] , and the lat ter is 
1.7 hPa higher than that quoted by Bromwich [1991] 
for 1985. 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND R E M A R K S 

The results from monitoring the intense katabat ic 
wind regime at Ter ra N o v a Bay for 2 years with a 
comprehensive A W S array have been presen ted . The 
coastal katabat ic winds at Inexpressible Island are not 
as intense as previously thought ; these winds are 6 and 
3 m s " 1 less on the annual average than those at the 
extraordinary katabat ic sites at Cape Denison and Por t 
Mart in in Adelie Coast , respect ively. H o w e v e r , this 
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Fig. 16. Same as Figure 15 but for May-July 1988. 

comparison is complicated by the substantial downward 
trend in fall wind speeds in recent years at Inexpressible 
Island (also applies to the annual means?) and by the 
fact that the results for Cape Denison and Port Martin 
are for 1912-1913 and 1950-1951, respectively. The 

complications introduced by interannual variability can 
be circumvented by simultaneously monitoring the ka
tabatic winds at all three sites, a task now being at
tempted with commencement of AWS measurements at 
the Adelie Coast sites in 1990 [Wendler and Andre, 
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Fig. 17. Cross spectrum of wind for stations 05 and 09 for January-March 1988. (Top) Power spectra 
of station 09 wind and (bottom) coherency and phase spectra are shown. 

1990]. The different physical settings of the sites should 
also be kept in mind when making the above compari
son. Both Cape Denison and Port Mart in sit right at the 
base of fairly uniform ice slopes, whereas Inexpressible 
Island is located 34 km horizontally downwind from the 

exit to the Reeves Glacier through which the airflow is 
channeled. The picture is further complicated by the 
apparent acceleration of the airflow across the N a n s e n 
Ice Sheet . 

The intense katabat ic winds at Inexpressible Island 
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Fig. 18. Cross spectrum of pressure differences between station 05 and station 09 and wind speed at 
station 05 for January-March 1988. (Top) Power spectra of pressure differences and (bottom) 
coherency and phase spectra are shown. 

result from two effects. The annual average speed 
increases by 2 m s " 1 as a result of descent of 1000 m 
from A W S 09 to A W S 31 . The speed increases further 
by 3 m s _ 1 across the Nansen Ice Sheet from A W S 31 to 

AWS 05. This acceleration takes place down the local 
pressure gradient and is increased in associat ion with 
short-term strengthening of the pressure gradient . It is 
possible that part of the wind speed enhancement at 
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TABLE 3a. Interannual Variations in Environmental Conditions at the Inexpressible Island AWS: 
Fall Wind Speeds (in Meters per second at 3-m Height) 

Wind Speed, m s 1 February-April Average 

Wind Air Station 
Speed, Temperature, Pressure, 

Year Jan. Feb. March April m s _ 1 °C hPa 

1984 14.1 18.3 17.0 16.5 -17.4 977.5 
1985 16.9 18.7 17.5 17.7 -17.7 981.9 
1986 -15.8 985.5 
1987 15.3* 17.8 17.0 16.7 -18.8 982.8 
1988 6.9 12.2 15.7 13.4 13.8 -18.0 980.2 
1989 6.6 11.5 11.4 16.9 13.5 -17.6 980.9 

* Denotes one half month of data. 

A W S 05 is due to the impact of horizontal airflow 
around Inexpressible Island [Bromwich, 1985]. Fur ther 
investigations are needed to define the governing dy
namics , which possibly involves complicated three-
dimensional air motions [Argentini et al., 1992]. 

The katabat ic winds at Ter ra N o v a Bay are sustained 
by radiatively cooled air which converges in the conti
nental interior, but with the convergence being most 
marked near the head of Reeves Glacier [Parish and 
Bromwich, 1989a; Bromwich et al, 1990a ] . This is 
manifested by fairly uniform fluctuations in the state 
variables th roughout the confluence zone-ka taba t i c 
wind region. Externa l influences on the airs tream, such 
as synoptic forcing, seem to be of secondary importance 
to its internal dynamical controls . Variat ions in the 
behavior of the katabat ic wind in its marginal areas can, 
to first order , be explained by buoyancy variat ions. 

The intense katabat ic winds issuing from Reeves 
Glacier form a spatially confined je t of cold air which 
Bromwich [1991] and Carrasco [1992] have shown is 
subject to frequent low-level baroclinic instability some 
distance offshore on the cyclonic shear side. The strong 
spatial gradients in this a rea ' s environmental propert ies 
can be adequate ly appreciated by resort ing to remote-
sensing observat ions from satellites and aircraft [Bro
mwich, 1989a ; Bromwich et al., 1990a] in conjunction 
with those from A W S . Such a complexity is expected to 
be the norm in the Antarct ic because topographically 
forced al terat ions to stable airflow behavior readily 
generate such si tuations. 

TABLE 3b. Annual Mean Air Temperatures and Sea Level 
Pressures 

Year Temperature, °C Sea Level Pressure, hPa 

1984 
1985 -18.4 988.1 
1986 -17.4 991.4 
1987 
1988 -17.8 991.4 
1989 -18.7 988.2 

With the increasing realization that Antarc t ic kata
batic winds play a central role in the climate of high 
southern lati tudes and with confluence zones being a 
key par t of this circulation regime [Parish and Bro
mwich, 1987, 1 9 9 1 a ] , all these areas should be moni
tored because at each location their t ime-averaged ob
servations represent a spatial integration of the climatic 
variations over a large section of the ice sheet . In 
addition, continuing efforts are needed to unders tand 
the governing dynamics of the confluence zone-coas ta l 
katabat ic wind linkage. Fo r this project analyses have 
been significantly impeded by the observat ions being 
largely confined to the near-surface layers ; for example , 
direct measurements of stability variat ions and vert ical 
wind shear [cf. Mastrantonio et al., 1990; Argentini et 
al., 1992] have not been generally possible . A compre
hensive field program is being considered to character
ize the full three-dimensional t ime dependent s t ructure 
of this complex a i rs t ream, using surface-based remote-
sensing and aircraft campaigns . Emphas i s will be con
centrated on the near-coastal a reas where the mos t 
dramatic changes (e.g. , the apparent horizontal acceler
ation across Nansen Ice Sheet) are taking p lace . 
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